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 Iron-sulfur (Fe-S) catalytic centers observed in modern enzymes represent highly 
tuned remnants from ancient, modified Fe-S mineral complexes that were capable of 
catalyzing electron transfer reactions and small molecule interconversions on early earth.  
By examining the synthesis of complex Fe-S clusters such as the H-cluster of [FeFe]-
hydrogenase, the connection between Fe-S minerals, Fe-S enzymes and biocatalysts can 
be further understood.  [FeFe]-hydrogenase contains a unique active site composed of a 
[4Fe-4S] cubane linked to a 2Fe unit ligated by CN-, CO, and a bridging dithiolate.  H-
cluster synthesis invokes radical chemistry initiated by the radical S-adenosylmethionine 
(SAM) enzymes HydE and HydG, as well as a GTPase and scaffold protein, HydF.  The 
GTPase functionality of HydF indicates that the energy coupled to GTP hydrolysis is 
likely linked to precursor cluster synthesis on the HydF scaffold by HydE and HydG.  
Spectroscopic characterization of HydF shows remarkable affects upon GTP binding, 
suggesting that the N-terminal GTPase domain, containing a typical P-loop structure 
proposed to be the most ancient peptide nest for nucleotide binding (Milner-White, E. J.; 
Russell, M. J. Origin. Life. Evol. Biosph. 2005, 35, 19-27), is in communication with the 
Fe-S cluster domain.  These possibilities open up exciting new avenues of research and 
bring to light the remarkable possibility that the ancestor of HydF may have been one of 
the earliest examples of a protein that coupled the chemistry of an Fe-S peptide nest with 
a nucleotide binding nest.    
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